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ABSTRACT
The volume of data that will be produced by the next generation of astrophysical instruments
represents a significant opportunity for making unplanned and unexpected discoveries. Conversely,
finding unexpected objects or phenomena within such large volumes of data presents a challenge that
may best be solved using computational and statistical approaches. We present the application of
a coarse-grained complexity measure for identifying interesting observations in large datasets. This
measure, which has been termed apparent complexity, has been shown to model human intuition
and perceptions of complexity. Apparent complexity provides a computationally efficient alternative
to supervised learning and traditional outlier detection methods for identifying the most interesting
observations in very large datasets. Unlike supervised learning approaches it does not learn features
associated with known interesting observations positioning the approach as a candidate for identifying
unknown unknowns. Furthermore, the approach can be implemented at worst case linear time
complexity, providing an advantage when processing very large datasets. We show using data from
the Australia Telescope Large Area Survey (ATLAS) that the approach can be used to distinguish
between images of galaxies which have been classified as having simple and complex morphologies.
We also show that the approach generalises well when applied to new data after being calibrated on
a smaller dataset.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Universe is very large, and we have only
just begun to scratch the surface in terms of
identifying the different objects and events that
it contains. Each generation of instrumentation
and infrastructure has expanded our knowledge
and sample size significantly, often resulting in
unexpected scientific results. For example, of
the 10 greatest discoveries by the Hubble Space
Telescope, only one was listed in its key sci-
ence goals (Norris 2017a). The next generation
of astrophysical instruments will be collecting
petabytes of data per day. This represents a sig-
nificant opportunity for making unplanned dis-
coveries due to the large volume of observational
data that will be made available, but is beyond
the limit for the amount of information that can
be examined directly by the human astronomi-
cal community on any reasonable timescale.
One good example of this expansion in sur-
veying and collection capability is in the area of
extragalactic radio astrophysics. We currently
know of about 2.5 million extragalactic radio
sources, but future surveys will increase this
number by several orders of magnitude. The
Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
(ASKAP) and the Evolutionary Map of the Uni-
verse (EMU) survey is predicted to increase this
number to about 70 million (Norris 2017b) in
the continuum. The Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) may increase this number into the bil-
lions (Jarvis et al. 2015).
Progress that has been made with supervised
machine learning approaches such as Convolu-
tion Neural Networks have demonstrated the
potential effectiveness of these approaches for
identifying and classifying observations in astro-
nomical surveys based on their features (Aniyan
& Thorat 2017; Karpenka et al. 2013; Kim &
Bailer-Jones 2016; Kessler et al. 2010; Diele-
man et al. 2015; Huertas-Company et al. 2015;
Charnock & Moss 2017). Supervised learning
approaches however may not be appropriate for
discovering new types of interesting objects and
phenomena. Supervised approaches may be-
come highly effective at identifying observations
that have been previously considered interest-
ing, and overlook new observations whose fea-
tures have little in common with past inter-
esting observations. Such an approach can be
said to suffer from an expectation bias discussed
by Norris (2017a) and Robinson (1987). Ap-
proaches that do not rely on learning specific
features representing past interesting or non-
interesting observations, such as the application
of unsupervised learning methods, may there-
fore be considered better candidates for detect-
ing the unexpected.
A good example of an unsupervised learning
approach for finding outliers inside the ensem-
ble was the use of random forests by Baron &
Poznanski (2017). Here they have utilised the
correlation structure in feature space to identify
interesting observations using learned features
based on the correlation structure of galaxy
spectra. They used random forests to identify
interesting features in galaxy spectra, by learn-
ing the difference between real and synthetic ob-
servations, where the correlation structure was
removed from the feature space in the synthetic
case. Outliers were then identified based on
a measure of similarity between objects, where
the authors counted how often every pair of real
objects were classified as real in the same leaf
of a given tree. This approach demonstrates the
use of learned interesting features, but learning
not based on previous observations, to perform
subsequent outlier detection. A potential draw-
back of this approach, as with other unsuper-
vised outlier detection methods, is the compu-
tational burden of having to compute pairwise
comparisons.
This paper presents the application of a
coarse-grained complexity measure for identi-
fying the most interesting observations in large
scientific datasets. We present the specific ap-
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plication of an automated approach, that we
consider a novel addition to existing machine in-
telligence methods, for identifying radio galax-
ies with complex morphologies in large astro-
nomical surveys.
Aaronson et al. (2014) have demonstrated
the effectiveness of a coarse-grained complexity
measure, termed apparent complexity, at cap-
turing human intuition and perceptions of com-
plexity. This measure provides a quantitative
description of a notion of complexity informally
proposed by Gell-Mann (1994) as a phenomena
that first increases and then decreases with the
rising entropy of a closed system. A potential
drawback of apparent complexity as a formal
description of complexity is that it relies on as-
sumptions regarding human perceptions. Con-
versely, this very connection to human percep-
tions suggests that this measure should be ef-
fective at identifying complex observations that
are likely to be of interest to a human observer.
This paper shows that by learning an appropri-
ate smoothing function, the apparent complex-
ity can be used to partition a sample based on
the interestingness of observations.
Unlike supervised learning approaches it does
not learn features associated with known inter-
esting observations making the approach a can-
didate for identifying the unexpected in very
large datasets. Furthermore, the use of appar-
ent complexity is fast and computationally ef-
ficient, as the method only requires applying a
smoothing function and compression algorithm,
both of which can be implemented at worst case
linear time complexity:
T (n) = O(n) (1)
Implementations of constant time O(1) and lin-
ear time O(n) median filters are detailed in Per-
reault & Hebert (2007). Being able to lever-
age fast and efficient approaches that generalise
well is likely to be desirable when identifying
interesting and unexpected observations in very
large scientific datasets such as those that will
be produced by ASKAP and the SKA. Using
data from the Australia Telescope Large Area
Survey (ATLAS, Norris et al. (2006)) we show
that apparent complexity can be used to dis-
tinguish between images of galaxies which have
been classified as having simple and complex
morphologies. We also show that the approach
generalises well when applied to new data.
The paper is structured as follows: section 2
frames the theory in terms of Kolmogorov and
algorithmic complexity and discusses the theo-
retical merits of apparent complexity as an at-
tractive candidate for identifying interesting as-
tronomical observations in large datasets. Sec-
tion 3 outlines empirical methods and results
that show apparent complexity can be used to
distinguish between images of galaxies with sim-
ple and complex morphologies. It will also show
that a smoothing function calibrated on a small
labelled sample with few interesting observa-
tions is able to generalise well when applied to
a much larger sample containing a larger collec-
tion of complex morphologies. Finally in section
4 we summarise our conclusions.
2. THEORY
The notion of interesting appears somewhat
subjective, since what is interesting to some
may not be interesting to others. To quantify
the “interestingness” of an observation requires
defining the context in which the observation is
made.
In this paper we measure interestingness
based on the complexity C of some observation
x, subject to a function f that extracts only the
non-incidental information from measurements.
As such, the measured complexity will depend
on the function f , that can be calibrated to
align with the interests and perceptions of the
scientific observer, and so should be considered
as C(f(x)).
In section 2.1 we introduce the concept of ap-
parent complexity as defined by Aaronson et al.
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(2014), which motivates this work and achieves
our goals as a definition of interestingness. In
section 2.2 theory is presented on the descrip-
tion and behaviour of comprehensible and ran-
dom information used later to inform experi-
mental methods.
2.1. Apparent Complexity
Apparent complexity has been defined by
Aaronson et al. (2014) as the entropy H of an
object x after applying a smoothing function f,
H(f(x)). The Shannon entropy of a probability
distribution P can be defined as the expected
number of random bits that are required to
produce a sample from that distribution:
H(P ) = −
∑
x∈X
P (x) logP (x) . (2)
By Shannon’s Noiseless Coding Theorem the
minimum average description length L of a sam-
ple is close to the Shannon entropy:
H(P ) ≤ L ≤ H(P ) + 1 . (3)
The Kolmogorov complexity K(f(x)) can be
used as a proxy for the entropy of the smoothed
function H(f(x)), as proposed by Aaronson
et al. (2014). The seeming analogy between
the concept of entropy and program size has
been previously recognised (Chaitin 1975). The
Kolmogorov complexity, or prefix complexity, of
x is the length of the shortest binary program
l(p), for the reference universal prefix Turing
machine U , that outputs x; it is denoted as
K(x):
K(x) = minp{l(p) : U(p) = x} . (4)
A thorough treatment is provided by Li & Vi-
tanyi (2008). The Kolmogorov complexity has
the advantage of being well-defined for a partic-
ular description of a system such as an image of
a galaxy. This is not the case for the Shannon
entropy which is defined in terms of the possi-
ble states of the system. While the Kolmogorov
complexity is uncomputable, its upper bound
can be reasonably approximated by the com-
pressed file size C(f(x)) using a standard com-
pression program (Aaronson et al. 2014), such
as gzip.
The issue with using the approximated Kol-
mogorov complexity directly as measure of com-
plexity is that it is maximized by random in-
formation. Intuitively a complexity measure
should provide low values for random data that
does not contain structure that is of interest to
the observer (Zenil et al. 2012). Aaronson et al.
(2014) have shown that the apparent complex-
ity measure is able to achieve this by applying
a smoothing function f to the input x.
While the Kolmogorov complexity of a ran-
dom sequence is large, the apparent complex-
ity of the same sequence becomes small with
smoothing, as fluctuations are removed where
the average or median information content be-
comes homogeneous at the coarse-grained res-
olution. Accordingly, we define the apparent
complexity as the compressed description of reg-
ularities and structure after discarding all that
is incidental. The apparent complexity will be
small for both simple and random sequences.
The apparent complexity measure does not
rely on rely on existing data (i.e. training sets)
to learn the features of interesting observations.
The approach is invariant under rigid motions
and makes only explicit assumptions regarding
the choice of coarse-graining level and the scale
of the image. Previous data is therefore used
only to calibrate the coarse-graining level.
Apparent complexity runs into obstacles as a
well-defined measure of complexity. Firstly, the
uncomputability of the Kolmogorov complex-
ity prohibits the concept from being defined in
terms of an optimal compression. It has been
proven by Chaitin et al. (1995) that there can be
no procedure for finding all theorems that would
allow for further compression. Furthermore the
problem of distinguishing between meaningful
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structure and incidental information, especially
in finite data, may fail to be well-defined. Dif-
ferent smoothing functions and different coarse-
graining levels will retain different distinct reg-
ularities in the data.
These theoretical challenges in objectively
defining the apparent complexity can be cir-
cumvented when the approach is applied to
the segmentation of observations by complexity.
Here the apparent complexity can be calibrated
to coincide with notions of complexity adopted
by the observer.
2.2. Comprehensibility
The objective of applying the smoothing func-
tion f when deriving C(f(x)) is to remove in-
cidental or random information that is incom-
prehensible to the observer even though it may
have a physical basis. Comprehensibility here is
defined with respect to the observer of informa-
tion, in this case scientists with specific inter-
ests. Comprehensible information has a struc-
ture within feature space, which in the case of
images refers to the spatial distribution of bits
of information across available channels.
Li & Vitanyi (2008) define the algorithmic en-
tropy of a system as a combination of the en-
tropy constrained by macroscopic parameters,
Hx and the prefix complexity K(x):
SA = K(x) + Hx , (5)
where Hx describes the uncertainty of the mi-
crostates of the system and K(x) is the descrip-
tion of the system resulting from measurement.
In the case where the system under observa-
tion is comprehensible, and hence appears not
entirely random, the observation of the system
reduces the algorithmic entropy of the system as
measurements are taken to inform K(x). This
compression occurs through the macroscopic de-
scription of the system. The coarser macro-
scopic description, accessible to an observer,
reduces uncertainty regarding the systems mi-
crostates. As measurements are taken, the in-
crease in K(x) will be slower than the reduc-
tion in Hx. This effectively makes scientific de-
scription a form of data compression when the
system under observation is at least partially
non-random.
In the other case, when the system appears
random, the description of the system is merely
a description of the uncertainty of its mi-
crostates, and measurements simply replace Hx
with K(x). Figure 1 represents the difference
between these two scenarios.
Figure 1. In the above illustration K(x) is
the prefix complexity of x, Hx represents ignorance
about the micro state of the system constrained
by the macroscopic parameters x and the sum of
both terms is defined as the algorithmic entropy.
The top row is a reproduction from Li & Vitanyi
(2008) depicting the change in algorithmic entropy
with measurement for a system in a random mi-
cro state (left) and nonrandom micro state (right).
The bottom row depicts the application of progres-
sively coarser smoothing functions in terms of the
measured complexity, illustrating the equivalency
of this process to the erasure of measurements, for
a system in a random micro state (left) and non-
random micro state (right).
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In the terms of algorithmic entropy the appli-
cation of coarser smoothing functions effectively
remove measurements describing the system as
illustrated in figure 1. A system that is more
comprehensible will accordingly provide greater
compression in its description, and so K(x) will
reduce more gradually as a smoothing function
is applied due to the preservation of informa-
tion as part of its macroscopic structure. Con-
versely, a system that contains more random
information will provide worse compression in
its description and will show a rapid initial re-
duction in information as a smoothing function
is applied due to the detail contained at finer
measurement resolutions and the lack of macro-
scopic structure.
3. ANALYSIS OF RADIO CONTINUUM
DATA
Segmentation based on apparent complexity
can be used to identify complex images or com-
plex regions within an image. We demon-
strate the application this approach using ra-
dio continuum images from the Australia Tele-
scope Large Area Survey (ATLAS) survey, to
distinguish between simple and complex ra-
dio sources. Here we define “simple” sources
as single unresolved components, and “com-
plex” sources as anything else, including bent-
tail galaxies and extended radio sources (e.g.
Fanaroff-Riley I, Fanaroff-Riley II) containing
bright radio components in combination with
diffuse plume-like jets. Figure 2 provides ex-
amples of complex radio sources and figure 3
provides examples of simple unresolved sources.
It would be expected that two simple radio
sources (unresolved sources), representing spa-
tially separated galaxies that are randomly as-
sociated, will contain a significant amount of
shared information in their morpologies, due to
the similarity of the basic components. Con-
versely a true complex source is likely to contain
components of a differing nature, such as radio
lobes of differing luminosity and jets and plumes
Figure 2. Complex radio sources with multiple
components
Figure 3. Simple unresolved radio sources
with luminosity gradients. By the unique de-
compression property distinct components will
require additional bits of information in the
combined compressed description (Cilibrasi &
Vitanyi 2005). Accordingly the apparent com-
plexity of a complex radio source should be
larger than the apparent complexity of two sim-
ple sources in proximity.
The measure of apparent complexity can be
used as a proxy for how interesting a radio
image of a galaxy is, on the basis that radio
sources with a larger apparent complexity con-
tain a larger number of distinct and meaningful
components that are likely to be of interest to
an observer. We first demonstrate this intuition
by distinguishing between artificially generated
doubles and true complex sources, before apply-
ing the approach to segment the ATLAS data.
3.1. Method
We approximate the apparent complexity
measure by applying a median filter f with
a window size of 10 pixels to an image x, and
then calculating the gzip (Levine 2012) file size
C(f(x)) as an upper bound on the Kolmogorov
complexity K(f(x)). We apply this approach
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to the 256 by 256 pixel radio continuum images
as follows:
1. Load a centred image as a 256 by 256 ma-
trix of 8 bit channel pixel intensity values
2. Crop from the centre of the image to cre-
ate a 64 by 64 matrix
3. Filter the matrix using a percentile based
threshold (P90) for pixel intensity values
4. Apply a median filter using a learned win-
dow size (h = 10) to produce a smoothed
64 x 64 matrix (to remove random infor-
mation and retain structural information)
5. Compress the smoothed array using gzip
6. Measure the compressed image size to es-
timate an upper bound of the Kolmogorov
complexity
We adopt a median filter with window size
h, based on structuring element Πhk centred at
location k, where the the coarse-scale version of
an element xi at location k is defined:
xhi=k = median{xi : xi ∈ Πhk} . (6)
The choice of window size is the only free pa-
rameter in this method, and is learned from
some small training set, as described in section
3.4.
3.2. Validation using synthetic data
Synthetic radio images were constructed by
placing simple radio sources in close proxim-
ity, comparable to the distances between com-
ponents associated with real complex sources
with two components (i.e. real doubles). In ac-
cordance with the unique decompression prop-
erty the distinct components of true complex
sources should produce larger apparent com-
plexity values. The apparent complexity was
calculated for images containing only simple ra-
dio sources, synthetic sources combining two
simple sources and real complex radio sources
as shown in figure 4. The apparent complex-
ity values distinguish between the true com-
plex sources and synthetic sources consisting
of two simple sources in close proximity, with
true complex sources producing larger complex-
ity values.
Figure 4. The apparent complexity (in bytes)
calculated for images containing only simple ra-
dio sources, synthetic sources combining two simple
sources and real complex radio sources. These re-
sults show that the apparent complexity values can
be used to distinguish between the true complex
sources and simple sources in close proximity.
3.3. Survey sample
ATLAS data consists of deep radio continuum
imaging of the the Chandra Deep Field South
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DR3 (n=4825) Complex obs Simple obs
ELAIS 72 1892
CDFS 97 2764
DR1 (n=720) Complex obs Simple obs
CDFS 34 674
Table 1. ATLAS DR1 and DR3 samples
(CDFS) and the European Large Area ISO Sur-
vey (ELAIS). The data is described in Norris
et al. (2006) & Middelberg et al. (2008) (DR1),
and Franzen et al. (2015) (DR3).
Table 1 shows the number of distinct iden-
tified radio sources from within each field and
data release. The table also provides a break-
down between sources that have been classified
by human inspection from Norris et al. (2006)
and Norris et al (direct communication) as hav-
ing simple and complex morphology.
The sources were provided as 256x256 pixel
Portable Network Graphics (PNG) files. The
images provided were pre-processed as detailed
in Norris et al. (2006); Franzen et al. (2015).
Labels were provided for ATLAS data release
1 (DR1) files identifying which sources had been
classified as simple and complex. The data was
then used to learn the smoothing function win-
dow size using images of galaxies that were man-
ually labeled as having complex and simple mor-
phologies. The window size of the smoothing
function was chosen as to maximise the differ-
ence between the average apparent complexity
of observations labelled complex and simple in
the ATLAS DR1 sample.
As shown in table 1, the ATLAS DR3 data
provides a much larger sample containing more
complex sources. The analysis for data release
3 (ATLAS DR3), was conducted ‘blind’, where
labels were not provided with the source files.
The success of the approach could therefore be
judged independently using the DR3 data.
3.4. Smoothing function calibration
The appropriate window size for a smoothing
function can be learned from a training set by
maximising the difference between the apparent
complexity of observations expertly labelled as
complex and simple. As suggested by Aaronson
et al. (2014) there may also be natural choices
for selecting the smoothing function suggested
by our physical ability to actually observe sys-
tems and our knowledge of the systems proper-
ties.
Applying an appropriate smoothing function
to the radio images appears to remove random
information and retain information contained
within a macroscopic structure comprised of
distinct regions with different mean or median
pixel values. The isolation of structure in a com-
plex source is shown through the progressive ap-
plication of coarser median filters in figure 5. In
accordance with the theory introduced in sec-
tion 2.2, images containing more random infor-
mation show an initial rapid reduction in appar-
ent complexity. In this sense, the rate of change
of the apparent complexity with the increasing
window size of the smoothing function, appears
to act as a proxy for the comprehensibility of
the information content.
Figure 5. ATLAS DR1 sources with progressive
smoothing function window sizes and complexity
scores in bytes
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Figure 6 compares the average apparent com-
plexity of complex and simple ATLAS DR1
images across changes in the smoothing func-
tion window size. As the smoothing function
window size increases, the apparent complex-
ity of the simple and complex sources decreases,
since information is being removed, but impor-
tantly they decrease at different rates. The
rate of change in these curves resemble respec-
tively the rate of change of K(x) for random and
structured (comprehensible) microstates as de-
picted in figure 1. The near exponential shape
of the curve representing simple sources sug-
gests that the measured complexity of these
images consists of random information at the
baseline pre-processing level. Conversely, the
changing apparent complexity of the images la-
belled as complex, that reverts to a closer to lin-
ear rate of decrease, suggests a greater content
of coarser, more comprehensible, information.
Where the apparent complexity curves of both
complex and simple sources become flatter and
converge, the smoothing function window size is
large enough to remove both random and com-
prehensible content.
Figure 6. A comparison of the average appar-
ent complexity between simple and complex AT-
LAS DR1 sources across changes in the size of the
smoothing function window.
This analysis shows that there is an appropri-
ate smoothing function window size that pro-
vides a clear separation, on average, between
images that have been expertly classified as
complex and simple sources in the ATLAS DR1
data. The separation between the average ap-
parent complexity values of simple and complex
sources becomes clear between a window size
of 5 to 25 pixels, with the largest separation
achieved toward the centre of this range. We
fixed our choice to a diameter of 10 pixels to
use when applying this function to the ATLAS
DR3 data. The separation disappears at larger
coarse-graining levels where the smoothing filter
blacks out the image, removing all content. At
null and low smoothing levels the images rep-
resent the baseline pre-processing level of the
ATLAS images.
It is interesting to note that at the baseline
pre-processing level, the average apparent com-
plexity of images representing simple sources ex-
ceeds the average apparent complexity of im-
ages representing complex sources. The rapid
reduction in complexity of these images with
increased smoothing suggest that this higher
initial apparent complexity is likely to be at-
tributable to a higher content of random infor-
mation. This is in contrast to the truly complex
images that retain a greater percentage of the
measured complexity at equivalent smoothing
levels.
3.5. Classification Results
We computed the apparent complexity of the
ATLAS DR3 images, using the method de-
scribed above. The resulting distribution of val-
ues is shown in figure 7, showing that the ap-
parent complexity values for expertly classified
simple and complex sources slightly overlap but
with complex sources concentrated in the heav-
ier right tails of the distributions.
Without reference to the expertly classified
labels for the images, we adopted a bound-
ary of the approximate 90th percentile of the
apparent complexity distribution (of the com-
bined sample) segmenting the heavy tails that
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we interpreted as being influenced by a sec-
ond overlapping distributions assumed to repre-
sent complex sources. In this way classification
was achieved by using an apparent complexity
threshold of 300 bytes, equivalent to selecting
approximately the top 10% of complexity val-
ues.
Binary classification results in comparison to
the true nature (expert classification) using this
scheme are shown in table 2. These results
show that the apparent complexity measure, at
the selected partition boundary, can be used to
correctly identify 86% (i.e. a recall of 0.86) of
the interesting observations from the combined
DR3 samples with a 91% reduction in the non-
interesting data volume following classification.
We also partitioned complexity scores by ap-
plying k-means followed by spectral clustering.
We used a nearest neighbours affinity matrix
to perform spectral clustering. Both meth-
ods employed a Euclidean distance metric. Bi-
nary classification results using this approach
are shown in table 3. Results based on this
approach correctly identify 96% (i.e. a recall
of 0.96) of the interesting observations from the
combined DR3 samples with a 82% reduction in
the non-interesting data volume following clas-
sification.
Figure 7. Distributions of the apparent complex-
ity of the total sample (black solid line), subdivided
into simple (blue) and complex (red) radio sources
(human classified) in the CDFS (left) and ELAIS
(right) fields from ATLAS DR3. The black dashed
vertical line gives the 300 byte boundary we assume
in order to partition the two populations by appar-
ent complexity.
CDFS (n=2861) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 81 244
Prediction: Simple 16 2520
ELAIS (n=1964) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 65 167
Prediction: Simple 7 1725
Table 2. Confusion matrix (P90 complexity cut)
CDFS (n=2861) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 94 558
Prediction: Simple 3 2206
ELAIS (n=1964) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 69 463
Prediction: Simple 3 1429
Table 3. Confusion matrix (Complexity partition
based on K-means and Spectral clustering )
Type II errors, representing the incorrect clas-
sification of complex sources as simple, may be
due to the removal of meaningful information
by the smoothing function or potentially by the
sparse representation of complex features, dis-
cernible to a human observer, but having little
impact on the information content of the image.
Classification errors may also be attributable to
the allocation of the partition boundary.
Type I errors, representing the incorrect iden-
tification of simple sources as complex, may be
due to the presence of non-random informa-
tion deemed by a human observer to be inci-
dental and not contributing to the complexity
of the source itself. An example could be a
telescope imaging artifact containing structure,
such as a point spread function originating from
a brighter source. Examples of telescope imag-
ing artifacts include the diagonal lines shown at
baseline in figure 5.
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Alternatively, type I errors may be explained
by the retention of random information not re-
moved by the smoothing function. Figure 6
shows that there is a large amount of random in-
formation in the simple sources at baseline, and
this suggests there is a risk that in some im-
ages random information will take the form of
incidental structure that may not be removed
as smoothing increases. Where random infor-
mation is retained after smoothing the classifi-
cation is likely to be improved by incorporat-
ing thresholds in both the apparent complexity
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as random
information is likely to be distributed more uni-
formly across the available channel intensity val-
ues. The SNR can be calculated as the recipro-
cal of the coefficient of variation for the channel
intensity values.
Figure 8 shows the ATLAS DR3 samples par-
titioned using both the apparent complexity
and the SNR. In this figure the true complex ra-
dio sources are clustered at larger apparent com-
plexity and SNR values, towards to the top right
edge of the scatter plot. This figure shows the
effectiveness of the approach at segmenting sim-
ple and complex sources. Based on these distri-
butions, approximately 10% of observations can
be classified as interesting, by selecting sources
from within the identified regions. Binary clas-
sification using this scheme is presented in table
4.
To allocate a partition boundary using both
complexity and SNR values we fitted a two com-
ponent Gaussian mixture model (GMM) using
the Expectation Maximisation algorithm. Bi-
nary classification results using this approach
are shown in table 5.
In assessing classification results, the most im-
portant factor is the ability of the classifier to
reduce the type II error rate, thereby identify-
ing as many of the interesting observations as
possible, while providing a significant reduction
in the volume of non-interesting data flagged
Figure 8. Scatter plot demonstrating the effective-
ness of apparent complexity and SNR to partition
simple (blue) and complex (red) radio sources in
the CDFS (filled circle) and ELAIS (empty circle)
fields from ATLAS DR3.
for further investigation, equivalent to minimis-
ing the type I error rate. Given a significant
reduction in the total data volume and a very
low type II error rate, the contamination of the
segregated sample as measured by precision was
not deemed to be of primary concern. For this
reason the Informedness measure, as described
in Appendix A, was chosen to assess perfor-
mance. The Informedness measure incorporates
both Type I errors (False Positives) and Type
II errors (False Negatives) and describes the im-
proved performance of the measured classifier
with respect to chance, costing true positives
and false positives in a way analogous to how a
bookmaker fairly prices the odds (Powers 2011).
A detailed description of these metrics are pro-
vided in Appendix A.
Based on the results shown in table 5 the
CDFS sample provides a recall of 0.86 and in-
formedness of 0.81 while the ELAIS sample pro-
vides a recall of 0.90 and informedness of 0.84.
By reducing the likelihood thresholds used for
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classification the recall can be further improved
at the expense of the false positive rate.
Based on the results shown in table 4 the
CDFS sample provides a recall of 0.96 and in-
formedness of 0.90 while the ELAIS sample
provides a recall of 0.89 and informedness of
0.83. These results show that the apparent
complexity measure when combined with the
SNR, and the selected partition boundary, seg-
ments 93% of the interesting observations across
both DR3 samples and achieves a 94% reduc-
tion in the non-interesting data volume carried
forward for further investigation. These results
also show that the smoothing function window
size learned from the smaller DR1 sample is able
to generalise well when applied to the larger
DR3 samples containing a larger collection of
complex morphologies.
To demonstrate the importance of applying an
appropriate smoothing function, an experiment
was run to partition the data without smooth-
ing. The images were classified by selecting ap-
proximately the top 10% of observations based
on apparent complexity score as was also done
using the smoothed images. The drastic reduc-
tion in performance shown by comparing the
results in table 2 and 6, demonstrates the im-
portance of the smoothing function when parti-
tioning interesting observations. These results
suggest that the learned smoothing function is
successfully able to isolate comprehensible con-
tent associated with the meaningful structural
information used by astronomers to manually
classify the radio sources.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Using ATLAS data we have shown that ap-
parent complexity combined with the signal to
noise ratio is able to partition images of galaxies
into those with simple and complex morpholo-
gies. Using the distribution of these values with
reference to expert classification we are able to
partition complex sources with a recall of 0.93
and informedness of 0.87 across both CDFS and
CDFS (n=2861) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 93 163
Prediction: Simple 4 2601
ELAIS (n=1964) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 64 118
Prediction: Simple 8 1774
Table 4. Confusion matrix (complexity & SNR
boundary)
CDFS (n=2861) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 83 140
Prediction: Simple 14 2624
ELAIS (n=1964) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 65 126
Prediction: Simple 7 1766
Table 5. Confusion matrix (complexity & SNR
GMM partition)
CDFS (n=2861) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 4 321
Prediction: Simple 93 2443
ELAIS (n=1964) Complex obs Simple obs
Prediction: Complex 2 230
Prediction: Simple 70 1662
Table 6. Confusion matrix (P90 complexity cut
without smoothing)
ELAIS samples. Partitioning the data by fitting
Gaussian Mixture Models using the Expecta-
tion Maximisation algorithm we are able to im-
plement an automated process to classify com-
plex sources with a recall of 0.90 and informed-
ness of 0.82 across both CDFS and ELAIS sam-
ples. Results also show that over 96% of ex-
pertly classified complex sources were contained
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within the largest 20% of complexity values. We
have shown that the apparent complexity with
a smoothing function window size learned from
the smaller ATLAS DR1 sample (n=720) is able
to generalise well when applied to the much
larger ATLAS DR3 sample (n=4825) contain-
ing a larger collection of complex morphologies.
Unlike supervised learning approaches, appar-
ent complexity does not learn features associ-
ated with known interesting observations. The
approach can be implemented at worst case lin-
ear time complexity, making it a candidate for
assisting with the identification of new and in-
teresting observations in the very large datasets
that will be produced by the next generation of
astrophysical instruments. A potential applica-
tion of the coarse-grain complexity measure is to
identify complex sources for further analysis us-
ing more computationally expensive or targeted
approaches.
While a large number of the most interesting
observations are likely to be more complex than
less interesting observations, there may also be
interesting outliers in scientific datasets that are
relatively simple. Further work to understand
the intersection of the sets of outlying and com-
plex observations will clarify the potential lim-
itations and best applications of a complexity
based approach.
The use of apparent complexity to segment
images and identify interesting observations
should generalise well across new and varied
samples including different types of observa-
tional data beyond radio images. Further test-
ing with large radio samples and new types of
data will be needed to test this hypothesis.
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APPENDIX
A. EVALUATION MEASURES
For a binary classification problem a 2x2 contingency table can be constructed to represent counts
of False Positives (FP), True Positives (TP), False Negatives (FN) and True Negatives (TN) as
depicted by table 7. Such a table is referred to as a Confusion Matrix and depicts both the counts
of Type I errors (False Positives) and Type II errors (False Negatives).
Class + Class - Total
Prediction + TP FP (Type I error) Predicted Positives (PP)
Prediction - FN (Type II error) TN Predicted Negatives (PN)
Total Real Positives (RP) Real Negatives (RN)
Table 7. Confusion Matrix for binary classification problem
Quantities can be derived using the information contained within a binary Confusion Matrix to
measure the performance of a classifier. Two such quantities are precision
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
, (A1)
and recall
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
. (A2)
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Precision determines the number of correct positive classifications as a fraction of positive classi-
fications, while recall determines the number of correct positive classifications as a fraction of the
total number of actual positives (so the fraction of positive objects that have been missed would be
1− recall, in the binary classification case).
An alternative framework for measuring performance involves the use of Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) curves. The use of ROC curves to construct a comparative framework has been
adopted in the machine learning literature (Fu¨rnkranz & Flach 2005). These approaches account
for chance level performance and can also be use to account for the cost weightings of negative and
positive cases. ROC analysis examines the false positive rate (FP/RN) versus the true positive rate
(TP/RP) and presents equivalent information to ratios calculated in the vertical direction of the
Confusion Matrix presented in table 7.
The maximum distance of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve from the 45 degree
chance line is known as the Youden’s J statistic (Youden 1950) or as the Informedness measure
(Powers 2011). The Informedness measure is equivalent to the subtraction of the false positive rate
(FPR) from the true positive rate (TPR) as follows:
Informedness =
TP
TP + FN
− FP
TN + FP
= TPR− FPR (A3)
This measure is also equivalent to a chance adjusted version of Recall:
Informedness = recall− FPR (A4)
Powers (2011) shows that Informedness is an unbiased estimator of above chance performance. The
measure incorporates both Type I errors (False Positives) and Type II errors (False Negatives) and
describes the improved performance of the measured classifier with respect to chance, costing true
positives and false positives in a way analogous to how a bookmaker fairly prices the odds (Powers
2011). For this reason the measure is also referred to as Bookmaker Informedness. The Informedness
measure is defined on a (-1,1) interval and gives equal weighting to the true positive and false positive
rate.
Informedness appears appropriate for evaluating the effectiveness of alternative approaches at de-
tecting and classifying interesting observations in large astronomical data. The Informedness measure
relates to the following objectives of classification:
1. Maximise true positive rate (i.e. minimise the type II error rate) - providing assurance
that actual interesting observations are available for analysis.
2. Minimise false positive rate (i.e. minimise the type I error rate) – to minimise the data
burden and place minimal unnecessary burden on data transmission and storage infrastructure.
Removing false positives reduces storage and data handling requirements and the associated costs.
Retaining a smaller subset of observations that are likely to be interesting allows these to be directed
to low latency storage options where they can be easily retrieved.
Due to the likely small number of actual interesting observations compared to normal observations
the metric is likely to be more sensitive to small changes in the true positive count and less sensitive
to small changes in the false positive count.
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